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The first thing I remember making is a sculpture (which is a grandiose way of describing it) of a lamb as a child at Yorkshire Sculpture Park. 
Made from cardboard and loo rolls and cotton wool. I love lambs, and I still draw them frequently. This lamb has taken on a great figure in 
my mind, and the photograph I half recall of me holding it after making it.

As well as animals being tried for their roles in crimes, objects were also sometimes brought in front of the courtAs well as animals being tried for their roles in crimes, objects were also sometimes brought in front of the court10. Athenian law required 
objects involved in murder to be cast outside the Athenian boundaries. In 1591 a Russian bell was banished for its role in the assassination 
of a prince. I am unsure what defence arguments these object’s had.

‘Insofar as we inherit that which is near enough to be available at home, we also inherit orientations, that is, we inherit the nearness of 
certain objects more than others, which means we inherit ways of inhabiting and extending into space.’11 

INTERIOR: A flat living room which may or may not be a squat. The walls are stripped and the plaster is stained green with age. The INTERIOR: A flat living room which may or may not be a squat. The walls are stripped and the plaster is stained green with age. The 
furniture is mainly mid century northern european with some rocks and boulders strewn around. There is a vase with a single dull pink 
anthurium spray. My teeth are grinding and gnashing before separating into a toothy grin. 

A dog guides us through the underworld and we guide it to a representation of itself. Dogs are domestically intimate but hold the ability A dog guides us through the underworld and we guide it to a representation of itself. Dogs are domestically intimate but hold the ability 
to harm as well as protect. My body is covered in a soft layer of hair, which is more sparse and long, rather than furry. The black dog in 
front of me appears hairless but is actually covered with a layer of downy fur. The dog I imagine is red and smooth wearing a mask of a 
human face.

The dog’s I grew up with were soft and begged for food. My mum's dog brings me a stick for throwing that looks like a bird and I consider 
the benefits of microdosing on hallucinogens. All the way down.

Some Law academics have long been campaigning for human rights to be extended to non-human apesSome Law academics have long been campaigning for human rights to be extended to non-human apes12. Some parts of the world have 
recognised the personhood of great apes, although it is far from universal. At many points in history communities of humans have been 
seen as objects rather than people, and assigned the rights of a ‘thing’. These struggles for humans to be recognised as more than objects 
remain ongoing, and never feels fully secured. In this fight it is important to consider non-human sentience and its need for recognition 
that moves further than ‘thing’ with experiences beyond our conception.

The compositions of Cardenas’ paintings feel familiar but like they are obfuscating meaning from me. I want to read them as part of an art The compositions of Cardenas’ paintings feel familiar but like they are obfuscating meaning from me. I want to read them as part of an art 
historical lineage of western art. When I think of masks I place them in relation to western discovery and appropriation, or I don’t talk about 
it which again reasserts this dominance. It's not just that these modes and symbols were reappropriated into western art, but that my 
attempts to read them as narrative and commentary, rather than feelings and autonomous beings in a bag-stage-painting misses 
something, and continues to deny the presence of indigenous thought. I need to roll my tongue and tense my jaw and allow the 
development of connective tissue.

‘and not alone the lips ... the cheeks ... the jaws ... the whole face ... all those- ... what ? .. the tongue? .. yes ... the tongue in the mouth ... 
all those contortions without which ... no speech possible ... and yet in the ordinary way ... not felt at all ... so intent one is ... on what one 
is saying ... the whole being ... hanging on its words’13

                                                                                                                          Mathew Wayne Parkin 2022
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Kendall Koppe is delighted to present Mystic Animals and the Juggling of Hot Stones, Miguel Cardenas’ first exhibition at the gallery and 
first solo exhibition in Europe. 
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